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SPECIAL R E P O R T S

April 22, 1992

National Planning T e a m for Academic Japanese Libraries
Final Report
Background

Information:

On November 7-9,1991, a conference of Japan specialist librarians, representing eleven tier
1 (over 100,000 Japanese-language volumes), and ten tier 2 (over 20,000 volumes), and two
tier 3 libraries was held at the Hoover Institution, Stanford University, organized by Mrs.
Emiko Moffitt and funded by the Japan-United States Friendship Commission (JUSFC) and
the Japan Foundation's Center for Global Partnership (CGP). The conference participants
discussed many of the major issues confronting academic Japanese libraries, and created
nine task forces to address the most pressing issues, under the leadership of the National
Planning T e a m for Academic Libraries (NPT).
The Task Forces completed reports which were submitted, along with a summary report of
the conference proceedings and planning process, to the National Coordinating Committee
on Japanese Library Resources (NCC) for its February 20-21 meetings, to the Japan-US
Friendship Commission, and to the Japan Foundation. This report will complete the work
of the NPT, although the reports and recommendations of its Task Forces will be the basis
of ongoing procedures and programs to address the problems studied. (The NCC plans to
support and continue the work of all the Task Forces.)
The November conference and the nine N P T Task Forces addressed three major areas of
concern: collection development, services and access to library records and materials, and
the training and recruitment of librarians. The N P T recognizes that solutions to the
problems addressed are interdependent, and must be implemented accordingly; also, that
underlying the cooperative activities and programs is the fundamental need for all libraries,
in particular the Library of Congress and the Japanese libraries at major graduate training
and research universities, to continue developing and strengthening their own collections.
The national plan developed is to complement and build upon, rather than to replace, local
library operations.
Following is a summary of the Task Force recommendations, N P T recommendations, and
a priority listing of potential projects.
Collection

Development:
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Several programs have been developed in the past for the cooperative acquisition of
Japanese library materials. Among them are the regional cooperative consortia supported
in the past by the Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission, on the East coast (Columbia,
Harvard, Princeton, and Yale), in the Midwest (the Universities of Michigan and Chicago),
and the West coast (Stanford University and the University of California at Berkeley).
These consortia have divided responsibilities both by region and by subject.
The consensus of the Conference was to develop further these successful cooperative
arrangements by expanding areas of cooperation; increasing the number of participating
libraries; and improving communications among libraries regionally and nationally. Task
Forces # 1 through # 5 all addressed in some way the problem of collection development.
Some of these task forces can be merged to work on similar programs.
Task Force # 1 : Japanese Regional Documentation
While the programs of regional documentation sharing in the East, Midwest, and Western
regions have achieved a measure of success in the last decade, expanding subject coverage
and inviting more libraries (including second and third tier libraries) to participate in sharing
collection responsibilities should be negotiated, as a preliminary step to creating improved
programs.
Task Force # 2 : Sharing of Multivolume Sets
A primary goal is to prevent the development of gaps in our national resources of major
a n d / o r expensive sets. A coordinating committee should be created to identify such
material; to establish guidelines for their distribution and for library commitment to provide
access; and to oversee distribution.
Task Force # 3 : Sharing of Current Serials
Recommendations are dependent upon the completion of the National Union List of Current
Japanese Periodicals.
A national plan will be formulated from it to increase total
subscriptions nationally, assuring the availability of important periodical titles, and closing
existing gaps in national holdings. Specifically, the recommendations are to: establish a
national serials coordinator; review duplication of peripheral serials and decide which
libraries should continue, cancel, or subscribe to them; and prepare proposals both to
subsidize new expensive subscriptions and to fund filling in incomplete holdings.
Task Force # 4 : Newspaper Backfiles
The goal is to acquire a complete file of five national newspapers in each region, and to
recommend extending coverage to other papers. Suggested distribution and estimated costs
were graphed and can be turned into a proposal. This program can be incorporated into
either the multivolume set program of Task Force # 2 , or the Current Serials program of
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Task Force # 3 .

Task Force # 5 : Future Areas of Cooperative Collection Development
Recommendations include both short-term and long-term goals. Among the former are:
to maintain communications with regular regional conferences, and to conduct annual
meetings, and biannual meetings modeled on the Stanford conference; to develop formal
written resource sharing agreements with means of testing their effectiveness (the Task
Force volunteers to develop guidelines); to compile holdings information and cooperative
acquisitions plans; and to implement cooperative measures for improved bibliographic
access. Long term goals include: surveying and designating collections of special strength,
including specialized collections in second tier libraries as well as maintaining superior level
of humanities collections in major centers; assessing strengths and weaknesses related to
specialized collections and research trends; holding regular regional (every two years) and
national (every four or five years) general meetings; exploring the acquisition and processing
of "gray" literature and science and technology materials; developing a national plan for
preservation.
Services and Access:
In library services, access to catalog information is as important as access to books and
journals. In recent years, access to information directly from data bases has become
possible.
Task Force # 6 : Retrospective Conversion
Online cataloging using Japanese-language script has become possible since 1983 in the
Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN) and 1986 in the Online Computer Library
Center (OCLC) data base. However, in most of the major Japanese libraries only a small
fraction of the holdings—from 5 to 27 percent—are available in online form. There are
perhaps up to one million titles held in American libraries that are not available online. Six
Japanese libraries have published printed catalogs, but not all libraries own them because
of their high cost.
The retrospective conversion (recon) of these card catalog records into machine-readable
form is extremely important for researchers to be able to locate necessary materials. The
Task Force recommendations are: to carry out a pilot study identifying specific strengths
of collections and developing cost estimates of recon; propose a recon project of selected
subjects at selected larger institutions, and recon of unique and special collections at smaller
institutions.
Task Force # 7 : User Access to Materials
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The Task Force surveyed libraries and discovered serious lacks in the ability to handle
quickly and efficiently interlibrary loans (ILL) and copy service a n d / o r document delivery
of journal articles. It recommended a number of projects to address this problem of
infrastructure, including: preparing a proposal to the Center for Global Partnership of the
Japan Foundation for funds to purchase hardware and software; preparing a proposal to the
Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission to support ILL charges to faculty whose institutions do
not subsidize ILL, with $2,000-$3,000 for 1992-93; and requesting that the Committee on
East Asian Libraries establish a subcommittee on ILL to explore fiscal support, longer loan
periods, and increased numbers of volumes for East Asian materials. In order to address
ease of access to information on the part of scholars and researchers in isolated locations,
it recommended: distributing the new National Union List of Japanese Serials to every
library with a Japan specialist on the faculty, whether or not there is a Japanese collection;
requesting that the National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources (NCC)
set up a task force to investigate union catalogs and union list capabilities in traditional and
electronic formats; that a bulletin board be established for Japan librarians; that the
National Center for Science Information System tapes be loaded into RLIN and OCLC; that
a project of $5,000 be proposed to study actual library needs of scholars in the humanities
and social sciences; that NCC apply to the Center for Global Partnership for the
establishment of an information and service center in Japan to respond to requests of North
American libraries; and that the regional seminars on Japan sponsored by the Social
Sciences Research Council hold their meetings near a major East Asian collection.
Task Force # 8 : Access to Japanese Data Bases
The conference participants agreed that the recent increase in demands for up-to-date
information on business and industry was an important indication that access to Japanese
data bases was of growing importance. The Task Force recommends the creation of a
permanent mechanism to deal with Japanese data bases, which could be either a committee
or special task force, to conduct research on the priority of data bases needed to enhance
library services, and to develop programs to acquire them.
Recruitment

and Training of Librarians:

Frequently during the conference the problems of attracting qualified and interested
personnel with expertise and interest in Japanese library collections were raised. The ninth
task force addressed the problems of an increasing need for qualified librarians associated
with the establishment of new collections around the country and the growth of others, at
the same time as a decreasing supply of qualified personnel.
Task Force # 9 : Recruitment and Training of Japanese Studies Librarians
The task force considered methods of recruitment and possible programs of fellowship
supports, internships, mid-career training, group study, individual study, and management
training. While all the programs discussed are well thought out and merit serious
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consideration, three programs received task force priority: the establishment of a Japanese
studies librarianship program for library school students to learn information specific to
Japanese materials; the establishment of an education, outreach, and publicity program to
recruit Japanese studies librarians; and the establishment of an annual summer workshop.
A specific proposal to an appropriate agency, for money to plan a three-year grant proposal
for summer workshops in three regions, was highly recommended.
Recommendations and Conclusions:
All the recommendations of the nine Task Forces are useful and should be implemented
as soon as practicable. There are some projects that can be realized quickly. N P T
recommends that proposal preparation begin immediately for those projects mentioned in
priority order below. N P T also recommends that the task force structure be retained and
former Task Force members invited to continue working to execute their recommendation
as sub-units of the NCC. It may be necessary or desirable to reshuffle Task Force members
and change or restructure some Task Forces. Task Force members should be included in
the NCC group which is assigned for proposal writing.
The programs and projects should be designed to benefit all the libraries with Japaneselanguage materials and all Japan specialist researchers in North America. While carrying
out national programs, the existing regional library consortia should remain intact for
cooperative activities and mutually beneficial communications. To provide the mechanisms
for librarians to confer and to assure the continuity of programs, national meetings should
be held biannually, with regional meetings convened in alternate years.
NPT recommends that the Sharing of Multivolume Sets program be funded as soon as a
proposal can be finished. This could be the basis of future cooperative collection
development programs. N P T also recommends the acquisition of hardware to improve
communication. The recommendation of Task Force # 7 , "to prepare a grant proposal...
for funds to purchase hardware and software to bring Japanese collections up to modern
electronic standards," should be evaluated and funding sources explored. N P T recommends
that an annual summer workshop be organized, with an appropriate number of officers to
take charge and seek funding for program execution.
NPT recommends the following programs be studied according to Task Force
recommendations, and working groups be organized to plan and execute programs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

sharing of current serials;
pilot project for retrospective conversion;
ILL charges grant support;
librarian recruitment and training;
establishment of an information clearing house in Japan;
user survey to verify needs;
access to Japanese data bases.
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The National Planning Team recommends that the National Coordinating Committee on
Japanese Library Resources act upon the programs as soon as possible and in a timely way
to meet funding agencies' deadlines. N P T wishes to express appreciation to the Task Force
chairs and members for preparing outstanding reports and recommendations in a very
limited time.
Appended to the final report is the list of participants in the National Planning T e a m for
Academic Japanese Libraries. For the most part, it is the same as the list as given in CEAL
Bulletin no. 95 (February 1992), pages 44-45. The latest version, revised 4 / 2 8 / 9 2 , has the
following changes: Eiji Yutani (UCSD) replaces Sung-in Ch'oe ( U C Santa Barbara) in Task
Force # 4 : Sharing of Newspaper Backfiles; Karen Smith-Yoshimura ( R L G ) has withdrawn
from Task Force # 6 : Retrospective Conversion; and Sachie Noguchi (Pittsburgh) has
withdrawn from Task Force # 8 : Access to Japanese Data Bases.
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National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources
The National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources (NCC) has made a
start towards addressing some of the issues facing Japanese research libraries in the United
States. Since the issues require concerted cooperative effort, N C C wants and needs the
cooperation of all concerned librarians and scholars. To this end it will publicize its
activities as widely as possible, and welcomes comments, suggestions, and volunteers to work
on task forces and subcommittees. The following brief reports of the first two meetings of
the NCC are a part of that process. We hope the reports will continue to appear in the
CEAL Bulletin, on a more timely basis.
Amy Vladeck Heinrich, Chair

Initial Meeting Report
February 20-21, 1992
Faculty House, Columbia University
The members attending the meeting were:
Amy V. Heinrich, Chair
Stephen J. Anderson, Professor of Political Science, University of Wisconsin
Jack Cain, UTLAS International
Maureen Donovan, Chair, C E A L
Victor Koschmann for Haruhiro Fukui, Chair, Northeast Area Council (NEAC)
Hideo Kaneko, Chair, National Planning T e a m
J. Thomas Rimer, Chairman, Department of East Asian Languages, University of
Pittsburgh
Tamiyo Togasaki, Associate, International House of Japan
Warren Tsuneishi, Library of Congress
Eiji Yutani, University of California at San Diego
Duane Webster, ARL, and Jutta Reed-Scott, A R L on Thursday for D u a n e Webster
Also attending were:
Eric Gangloff, Japan-United States Friendship Commission (JUSFC)
Isao Tsujimoto and Michael Paschal of the Japan Foundation (JF)
Ei'ichi Hamanishi of the Japan Foundation on Friday afternoon
Yoshio Takano of the J F Center for Global Partnership
Kimii Mitsui was assistant to the Chair.
The meetings began with a discussion of the form and future of the NCC. A final revised
Mission Statement was prepared. The group is applying for 501C3 status, and is preparing
bylaws. A draft of the bylaws will be forwarded to the members for discussion at the
meeting to be held during the Association for Asian Studies annual conference.
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Over the course of the meetings, the committee made the following recommendations:
The committee agreed to send a letter to the presidents of both O C L C and R L G in support
of resuming the shared resources program for the distribution of M A R C records of Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean materials. (The two organizations have since agreed to exchange records
directly.)
The committee reviewed the nine Task Force reports of the National Planning Team, and
agreed to commend the Task Force Chairs and members for their excellent work. (A letter
to all Task Force participants was sent March 26.) It further agreed to prepare a proposal
to the J U S F C to support the acquisition and distribution of expensive multivolume sets, as
proposed by Yuki Ishimatsu, Task Force Chair.
NCC recommended that C E A L create two task forces or subcommittees to deal with issues
of great importance that went beyond Japanese collections to affect all subject areas of East
Asian Libraries: one is a Task Force on Interlibrary Loan procedures, in cooperation with
the appropriate A L A committee and in consultation with consortial agreements such as
those among R L G libraries; the other is a Task Force or standing committee to investigate
carrying out many of the suggestions of Task Force 9, on the recruitment and training of
librarians. A letter stating these recommendations was sent to the Chair of C E A L for her
to raise the issue at the C E A L Executive Board meeting.
In addition, NCC recommended sending several additional letters: one to the Social
Sciences Research Council (SSRC), recommending that the regional conferences SSRC
sponsors be held more frequently in locations with major library resources, and that SSRC
consider adding funding for participating scholars to spend a few extra days to use special
library materials. (A reply to the letter thanked the NCC for its suggestions and agreed to
consider them in their future planning.) Another letter was sent to the Center for Global
Partnership (CGP) in support of its proposed information and clearinghouse center in
Tokyo.
NCC recommended that the Japan Foundation develop programs to provide acquisitions
support to libraries at the "Tanaka Ten" institutions as long as funding for second and third
tier libraries was not reduced. NCC agreed to form a subcommittee to advise the Japan
Foundation on the revision and creation of library programs, and to assist in the screening
of applications once the programs are in effect.
NCC made a commitment to follow through on all the projects developed by the nine task
forces of the National Planning T e a m formed at the Hoover Institution in November 1991.
In particular, NCC agreed to work with Task Force chairs in the creation of additional
subcommittees to work on several areas of special concern to research libraries: in
coordination with the CGP, on an expanded in-depth study of retrospective conversion
options, using data bases available from Japan as well as in North America; on the
cooperative collection development of serials; on newspaper backfiles; and on the creation
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and funding of an adequate technological infrastructure-using Internet and P C technology
already available—to promote efficient resource sharing. NCC will be working with various
foundations and other funding agencies to find funds for the projects. In cases where
coordination rather than funding is the issue, NCC will work to set up mechanisms to ensure
that the necessary coordination is developed.
The committee reviewed a proposal from the A L A Advisory Committee on Liaison with
Japanese Libraries, for the Fifth Japan-United States Conference on Libraries and
Information Science in Higher Education and the committee recommended funding. It
reviewed a prospectus from the Association for Research Libraries (ARL) on future
planning for Japanese libraries and asked the A R L to continue its work developing a
proposal.
In discussions with the representatives of the Japan-United States Friendship Commission,
the Japan Foundation, and the Center for Global Partnership, it became clear that funding
priorities and goals of the organizations were changing. The Japan-United States Friendship
Commission is no longer interested in the blanket funding of acquisitions for major library
centers, although it will consider some acquisitions funding in the context of a coherent
national resource sharing plan. It is more interested in promoting the means of providing
direct and efficient access to information on Japan to a broad academic user group. The
Japan Foundation is increasingly interested in filling the gap created by the cessation of the
J U S F C acquisitions program, and is extremely interested in handling its resources well so
that the clearest needs are met most productively. The C G P is interested in furthering
international cooperation and understanding in a context of education and access. The NCC
plans to work closely with these three organizations, and additional ones it will identify, to
support its work.
Finally, the NCC agreed to submit a proposal for its own operating costs for fiscal year
1992-93 to the J U S F C . It plans to meet-formally or informally-in conjunction with the
A A S / C E A L meetings in Washington in April.

April 1, 1992 Meeting
State Room, Washington Hilton and Towers
Members present:
Amy V. Heinrich, Chair
Maureen Donovan
Hideo Kaneko
Warren Tsuneishi
Duane Webster
(The Chair met the following day, April 2, with Eiji Yutani and Hitoshi Inoue, representing
Tamiyo Togasaki, and reviewed the minutes and bylaws with them.)
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1.
The group reviewed proposals submitted to the Japan-United States Friendship
Commission by the NCC: one prepared by Yuki Ishimatsu, Chair of National Planning
T e a m Task Force # 2 , to fund the acquisitions and national distribution of expensive
multivolume sets; one prepared by Amy V. Heinrich to support NCC activities for fiscal year
1992-93. (Both proposals have since been awarded funding.)
2.
The group discussed disseminating the report of the February N C C meeting, as
requested by the Japan Foundation, and publishing it in the CEAL Bulletin, and decided to
do both, pending comments from absent members. The group further discussed the
qualifications for a staff member to provide secretarial assistance for the Chair and
Committee, with Japan Foundation support.
3.
A number of issues raised by the draft bylaws, including the composition, selection,
and terms of office of members; officers; the composition of subcommittees and task forces;
and other related issues, were discussed at length. (Bylaws will be distributed shortly.)
4.
The group agreed on the importance of creating subcommittees a n d / o r task forces
to continue the work begun by the National Planning Team Task Forces. Exceptions are
the ILL component of Task Force # 7 and the work of Task Force # 9 on the Recruitment
and Training of Librarians, which NCC has recommended be organized as C E A L
subcommittees rather than NCC subcommittees. The C E A L Executive Board approved,
asking Kristina Troost, Task Force # 7 Chair, to serve as Chair of the ILL subcommittee,
and Sharon Domier, Chair of Task Force # 9 , to serve as Chair of the subcommittee on
Librarian Recruitment and Training.)
The Japan Foundation is eager to get the Japan Foundation Library Programs Advisory
Subcommittee started and has offered to fund two meetings. A subcommittee consisting of
A. Heinrich, T. Rimer, E. Yutani, K. Troost, and E. Okuizumi was proposed.
5.
Since one of NCC's purposes is to involve as many members of the Japanese library
community as possible, we agreed to call for volunteers at all forums at A A S / C E A L .
6.
The group discussed a project raised by Emiko Moffitt, Kristina Troost, and Pat
Steinhoff to do a survey of Japan specialist information needs, especially for those scholars
in isolated areas and agreed to help support the project if it is brought to NCC. (Amy
Heinrich met with Emiko Moffitt and Pat Steinhoff on April 4, 1992. The library needs
survey will be folded into the process of revising the Japan Foundation Directory of Japan
Specialists and Institutions. The funding and projects will begin in September 1992. The
NCC will assist with mailings in explanation and support of the project.)

The following is the text of a letter dated June 5, 1992, to East Asian Librarians from Amy
V. Heinrich, Chair of the National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources
and Yuki Ishimatsu, Chair of the Task Force on Multivolume Sets.
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We have received a grant of $40,000 from the Japan-United States Friendship Commission
for a National Program for Coordinated Japanese Library Acquisitions of Multivolume Sets
and External User Services. This is a trial program; we hope it will be successful enough
to receive additional funding in the future.
NCC is in the process of forming a committee to administer the money and welcomes
nominations for membership.
The following text is from the grant agreement:

The objective of this project is to strengthen Japanese research resources in
American university libraries by avoiding unnecessary duplication of expensive
multivolume sets in the Japanese language, by utilizing finite book funds most
effectively, by ensuring that valuable materials are available in at least one library,
and by making these materials broadly available to users who rely on the libraries
as primary repositories of research materials in the United States. T h e Project
Administrating Committee, to be appointed by the NCC, will function as a
clearinghouse of the project.

As a general guideline, the sets considered by this project are defined as those
that cost more than ¥100,000 (about US$770) per set. Cooperation will not include
those expensive sets that are essential to any library such as Shogakkan's Nihon koten
bungaku zenshu (Collection of Classics of Japanese Literature). ... The Project
Administrating Committee's attention is on those expensive multivolume sets which,
while important for research, are rather specialized and strain library budgets.
To qualify for consideration, a decision must be made that the set should be
available in at least one library in the United States, no matter how large and
expensive it may be, but it should not be owned by more than three libraries.
Therefore, if three libraries have a certain set, the set may not be purchased under
this project. Also excluded are newspaper backfiles because they require another
form of cooperation.
The Project Administrating Committee will consist of six representatives from
scholars and libraries of Japanese studies who will be appointed by the NCC. It will
function as a clearinghouse for purchase requests primarily of expensive multivolume
sets, but may include microforms, VIM, sound, electronic books, CD-ROMs,
cartographic materials, and other types of library materials. The Committee will
keep records of what is requested, approved, not approved, and purchased, and will
publish these records periodically. The committee members will consult on a
monthly basis.
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The Committee determines which sets will be purchased and which libraries
will receive them. The specialty, uniqueness, and collection development tradition
of the library, the presence of actual users of specific sets, and the accessibility of
catalog data will be considered.

The Library's Commitment
1.
Each library that receives a set sponsored under this program will pay
one-quarter of the total price. ... This practice not only demonstrates the library's
commitment toward the purchase but also avoids an uneven concentration of
acquisitions at certain libraries.
2.
The library receiving materials agrees to complete the cataloging of the
set promptly and enter the record into such bibliographic utilities as O C L C or RLIN.
3.
Library materials purchased using funds from this program must be
available free of charge to the users at other institutions. Upon request, the library
must promptly lend the material through interlibrary loan. The materials should be
considered the communal property of the Japanese studies library community, and
therefore use should not be restricted by local library regulations.
4.
appointed by
funding year
Commission.
report.

An ad hoc committee which consists of four specialists who will be
the Chairperson of the NCC will review this project at the end of the
and submit a written report to the Japan-United States Friendship
The Project Administrating Committee will also submit a separate final

Any library which can meet the required commitments is eligible. More specific application
procedures will be widely circulated when they are ready.
If you have questions, suggestions, or comments, please get in touch with either Amy V.
Heinrich, Chair of NCC, at 212/854-2578, heinrich@cunrxf.cc.columbia.edu, and Fax
212/662-6286; or Yuki Ishimatsu, Chair of the Task Force on Multivolume Sets, at 510/6422556, yishimat@library.berkeley.edu, or Fax 510/642-3817.
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National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources
Mission Statement
The mission of the National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources (NCC)
is to mobilize the resources of information providers, information users, and funding
organizations toward the long-range goal of creating a comprehensive national system of
cooperative collection development and ready access to Japanese information in as wide a
range of fields as possible for all current and potential users in North America.
The N C C will address unprecedented demands being made on Japanese collections and
their continuing and changing needs in the academic community. The committee has begun
its work by examining issues facing academic collections in research libraries. It will expand
its work to address library resources in all North American libraries-academic, public, and
special-in order to help assure that they are responding to the information needs of their
clienteles, and to propose and implement necessary changes.
A variety of groups are now doing assorted kinds of planning. Among them are the
National Planning T e a m formed during the conference at the Hoover Institution in
November 1991 on academic library issues; the continuing deliberations of the Committee
on East Asian Libraries of the Association for Asian Studies (AAS) in its Japan-related
activities; the AAS Northeast Asia Council; the International Relations Advisory Committee
for Liaison with Japanese Libraries of the American Library Association; and the
Association of Research Libraries, representing 120 large research institutions. The NCC
will work with these and other organizations, as well as with various funding agencies, actual
and potential, such as the Japan-United States Friendship Commission, the Japan
Foundation and its Center for Global Partnership, the US-Japan Foundation, the National
Endowment for the Humanities, and the U.S. Department of Education, among others.
The NCC serves as a standing committee concerned with the expansion and improvement
of information and library resources on Japan and will provide two-way, two-directional
coordination between libraries and their users and funding agencies.
On the one hand, NCC will have a responsibility to assure that the groups assessing and
planning for their needs (both libraries and library users) are coordinated, to avoid
duplicating efforts or competing with each other in their approaches to funding agencies.
The committee will also serve as a strong representative national voice in areas identified
as being of common concern, such as shared collection development, national bibliographic
controls, access to information resources, and the continuing development of Japanese data
bases with shared standards and the widest possible access to that data.
On the other hand, the committee will serve to provide independent guidance to all
potential funding agencies on the value of proposed projects in relation to their current
programs; and provide leadership on the development, expansion, alteration, and focus of
funding programs in the future.
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In other words, the committee will help both sides define library and user needs and
articulate those needs clearly and accurately; it will work autonomously to develop and
implement programs to best meet those needs. The NCC will be a 501C3 tax-exempt
organization, with bylaws currently being written.
(Amy V. Heinrich)
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